Modified Force Engine Wiring Diagrams for CDI Electronics Components

**3 CYL FORCE TYPE III IGNITION SYSTEM**

**PRESTOLITE FORCE 2 CYL Ignition w/FORK Terminals TYPE III**

**NOTICE:** This stator has been redesigned to enhance the durability and reduce inventory stock levels. It replaces the original multiple windings with a single winding using larger wire. This design allows all of the Blue (Brown/Blue) wires to be connected together and all of the Yellow (Brown/Yellow) wires to be connected together from the stator. This design allows the stator to be used for the 2, 3, 4 and 5 cylinder applications.
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NOTICE!! This stator has been redesigned to enhance durability and reduce inventory stock levels. It replaces the original dual winding with a single winding with larger wire. This design allows ALL of the Yellow (Brown/Yellow) wires to be connected together and ALL of the Blue (Brown/Blue) wires to be connected together from the stator, permitting the stator to be used for the 2, 3, 4 and 5 cylinder applications.
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